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Abstract. This paper is a pilot study that aims to explore the viability of annota-
tion projection from one language to another as well as to evaluate the multilin-
gual data set we have created for emotion analysis. We study different language 
pairs based on parallel corpora for sentiment and emotion annotations and explore 
annotator agreement. We show that the data source is a possible one for reliable 
L1 data to be used in annotation projection from high-resource languages, such 
as English, into low-resource languages and that this is a reliable way of creating 
data sets for fine-grained sentiment analysis and emotion detection.
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1 Introduction
Most languages in the world are low-resource languages from a computational linguis-
tics point of view [20, 21, 28], i.e. few data sets and tools exist that have been cre-
ated specifically for those languages. Although this problem is being addressed more
and more, the lack of resources is still leading to difficulties in creating tools such as
customer-service chat bots, automatic speech recognition [1], but also services such as
translation tools for hospitals.
The majority of sentiment analysis resources are for English, while many other lan-
guages suffer from the aforementioned scarce resources [18]. Cross-lingual text clas-
sification aims to apply resources in one language (L1) to another language (L2) [25].
In cross-lingual transfer learning for sentiment analysis annotations, sentiment-labeled
resources in a resource-rich language L1, typically English, can be projected onto par-
allel unlabeled resources in a resource-poor language L2 and used to train a sentiment
classifier. The result is a sentiment classifier for L2 (see e.g. [3, 17]).
However, one challenge of using translated data to train a sentiment classifier is as-
sessing how well sentiment is preserved in translation. When a text is translated from a
source language to a target language, the sentiment information of that source language
may not be preserved correctly in the target language [22, 23]. This is mainly due to
word choice and different languages coding emotions and sentiments differently. As a
result, that text has a risk of not being representative for sentiment analysis in the target
language. How well the sentiment information is preserved varies as we will show in
subsequent sections.
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”Translation can be defined as the result of a linguistic-textual operation in which a
text in one language is re-contextualized in another language” [10]. We suggest that
a ”good” translation should, at least implicitly, contain the sentiment and emotions
present in the original text. If translated data is used as training data for sentiment anal-
ysis systems, it is important to assess whether the output is meaningful in that language,
i.e. that it encodes the same sentiment and emotion information.
Another method to increase reliability is by weeding out low-effort annotations us-
ing a confidence score [32]. A translation that encodes a sentiment which the source
text did not intend to encode is not a “good“ translation for the purpose of annotation
projection and thus is not representative for sentiment analysis in a target language.
Analogously, if sentiment is preserved well in translation, translated data is a viable
option for training sentiment analysis systems. In this scenario, if data compiled by an-
notation projection produces good classification results, cross-lingual transfer learning
by annotation projection is a useful way of creating sentiment analysis data for low-
resource languages. Therefore, we first investigate the preservation of sentiments and
emotions in translation by manually annotating parallel data sets in English, Finnish,
Italian, and French. As a side effect those data sets also constitute the gold standard
test sets that we need to evaluate annotation projection approaches to cross-lingual sen-
timent classification. For the gold standard test set we do not do any projections from
one language to another. Instead we evaluate how well this data set is suited for projec-
tion by comparing how different languages encode emotion.
In particular, we apply parallel corpora of movie subtitles as cross-lingual resources
from L1 to L2 to test the feasibility of projection. A parallel corpus with aligned transla-
tions in multiple languages allows for annotation labels to be directly projected from L1
to L2. Banea et al. [2] refer to this method as constructing a direct ”bridge” between the
two languages. In sentiment analysis and for the purpose of this study, parallel corpora
are a useful resource for investigating how sentiment is encoded and preserved across
languages, and how classifiers trained with cross-lingual transfer learning decode sen-
timent information.
In practice, when sentiment resources are translated from one language to another,
there is not only a risk of losing sentiment information due to a poor translation but
also due to the cultural encoding of sentiment. The risk of sentiment information being
lost in translation applies both to machine translation and to manual translation. Thus, a
translation may not be representative for sentiment analysis in the target language in the
sense that it may encode a sentiment which the source text did not intend to encode. This
is an issue for translated texts in general and cross-cultural texts specifically rather than
related to sentiment analysis or the translation method used (i.e. machine translation vs.
human translation).
If the sentiment classes of positive, neutral, and negative may change in translation,
it seems reasonable to assume that multi-dimensional emotion classes (i.e. the 8 emo-
tions listed by Plutchik [19]) may contain even more significant differences. A relevant
question to ask is then to what degree multi-dimensional sentiment information is pre-
served in translation. When annotating translated text, how often do human annotators
assign the same sentiment label to a translated text as to the original text? In machine
classification, is the intended sentiment of the source language text preserved in the tar-
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get language text when sentiment labels are projected from one text to another? These
are some of the questions we hope to answer in the following pages.
2 Previous Work
O¨hman et al. [30] used the NRC Word-Emotion Association Lexicon sentiment lex-
icon to investigate how multi-class sentiment information is preserved in translation.
While the study found correlation between sentiment preservation across languages in
a parallel data set, they concluded that lexical methods are not sufficient for preserving
sentiment information cross-lingually.
How sentiment information is preserved in translated text is an important question
in translation studies, in the study of cultural differences with respect to emotions and
sentiment in text, and in research on annotation projection and cross-lingual transfer
models for sentiment detection. This question is relevant both in terms of cultural dif-
ferences when it comes to encoding sentiment in language and in terms of evaluating
the quality of sentiment-labeled data sets produced by translation.
Parallel texts should express similar sentiment, was the assumption behind the study
of Lu et al. [15] and Sarthak et al. [11]. Therefore, parallel corpora have been used
for transfer learning. However, there are studies that show that emotions and senti-
ment are encoded differently in different languages, which is why one needs to study
the preservation of sentiment in translation. As no previous studies were found that
investigated the preservation of fine-grained sentiments and emotions with a multi-
dimensional model, this study is trying to fill that gap.
Overall, the use of parallel corpora has been shown to be a viable option for cross-
lingual transfer learning in sentiment analysis (see e.g. [11, 15, 18, 25]). This is ev-
idenced by high inter-agreement between source and target language classification.
However, no studies on cross-lingual sentiment preservation for multi-dimensional sen-
timent classes were found.
Machine translation methods for cross-lingual sentiment analysis have been stud-
ied and leveraged for many approaches. Machine translation has also been proposed as
an alternative for adapting sentiment analysis to other languages with the assumption
that automatic translation produces text with the same sentiment and emotions as the
source. However, machine translation is trained on human translations and, therefore, it
may suffer from the same problem, i.e. that those aspects are not preserved well. This is
another reason we need this study to verify that we can apply such cross-lingual tech-
niques with success. Ways of encoding sentiment in parallel text can give us valuable
information on how different languages encode emotion and subjectivity, and to what
extent these patterns are comparable across language boundaries. This is especially im-
portant to carefully consider as we know that emotions and sentiments are encoded
differently in different languages, cultures, and time periods [12, 26, 27].
2.1 Sentiment Preservation in Translation
In previous work, the question of how sentiment is preserved in translation has to a
large extent been studied with regards to machine translation and mainly as a binary or
ternary classification problem.
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With the assumption that sentiment may not be preserved correctly when translation
quality is poor, Lohar et al. [14] trained a sentiment classifier to investigate both trans-
lation quality and sentiment preservation. They found that splitting the training data for
the machine translation system into sentiment classes improved sentiment preservation
in the target language.
It has been shown that errors made by machine translation systems are more likely
to lead human annotators astray than to lower the performance of a classifier [18, 22].
Salameh et al. [22] found that automatic sentiment classification of machine-translated
text reached a higher accuracy than manual sentiment annotation of the same text. How-
ever, they also found that some degree of sentiment information gets lost in translation,
which results in a larger output of sentiment instances classified as neutral.
The cultural context of parallel texts is essential to consider with regards to sen-
timent preservation. Even when a translation is correct, the sentiment may be marked
differently [18]. That is, the source language may encode a particular sentiment into a
text but the target language may interpret that sentiment as a different one.
3 Data & Method
The data set used in this work was extracted from the OPUS movie subtitles corpus [13],
an open source resource of parallel and aligned translations of movie subtitles. English
was selected as the source language with three target languages: Finnish, French, and
Italian. This yielded a data set consisting of original English sentences and their trans-
lations in the three aforementioned languages.
Although Finnish, French, and Italian are not typically considered low-resource lan-
guages, in a sentiment analysis context they are. For the purposes of this pilot study, i.e.
to show that sentiment projection is a possible way to create sentiment analysis datasets
for truly low-resource languages, it should not matter whether the languages used are
truly low-resource or not as the projection is what is evaluated and should work reason-
ably similarly between any two languages. The languages used were chosen due to the
availability of native or native-level speakers willing to annotate the datasets.
As very little information exists regarding the translation method of specific transla-
tions in the database, it is unclear whether the translation in question has been a profes-
sional one, an amateur one, or created by the use of machine translation and then fixed
to the best of a human translator’s ability, if fixed. The differences in translations can be
seen in the Opusparcus paraphrase corpus [6] created from these same OPUS subtitles
where the line has been translated from one language to another and then back again.
”I thought so, too.” & ”That was my general impression as well.” and ”Have a seat.” &
”Sit down.” are examples from Opusparcus. Although the phrases are very similar in
meaning, it is clear that the way subtitles have been translated can significantly alter the
perceived emotions conveyed by the phrase. These differences in translation methods
affect our data set as well.
3.1 Data Validation and Preprocessing
The OPUS subtitle data set in English has been tested with preliminary results showing
that the data itself works with classification tasks using simple multi-layer perceptron,
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Naive Bayes, SVM, and MaxEnt classification frameworks. This was done by manually
splitting the data into stratified training and testing sets and then performing classifica-
tion tests on the data.
To extract meaningful data from the OPUS subtitles corpus, the corpus source files
were first run through a filtering process. Similarly to Creutz [6], truly parallel one-
to-one aligned sentences between English, Finnish, French, and Italian were extracted
from the corpus. Documents which did not have English as the source language, sen-
tences which did not appear in one or more of the languages, and sentences which were
misaligned in one or more of the languages were filtered out. In addition, incorrectly
rendered characters were manually corrected.
The extracted files were then searched for incorrect characters, typos, and previously
undetected misaligned sentences. This phase in the preprocessing work additionally
served as a scan for errors in the OPUS subtitles corpus as some patterns of mistakes
in the corpus files where detected. The most notable of these patterns were how the
character l was rendered as I (i.e. lower case ’L’ and upper case ’i’, respectively) in
many Finnish language documents, the character a` was rendered as ø, and the character
e` was rendered as e´ in many Italian language documents.
These observations can be used for improving the OPUS corpus compilation steps
to reduce the amount of errors in the corpus files. The creators of the corpus have been
made aware of these inconsistencies.
3.2 Data Set Distribution
The OPUS corpus provides metadata which allows each sentence and document to be
traced back to its original source. The metadata for the extracted sentences was retained
and used to examine the distribution of the data. This was useful for detecting any mean-
ingful tendencies in the data, such as sentences assigned a specific label originating in
movies of a specific genre, from a specific time, or from a specific country. The data in
the final data set originates from 214 documents collected from the OPUS corpus, each
document containing the subtitles of one movie.
Table 1. Number of sentences by sentiment class.
pos neg ang ant dis fea joy sad sur tru Total
2,857 3,570 908 823 862 685 975 705 649 820 6,427
Drama emerged as the most common source genre for all labels due primarily to the 
large amount of source documents in the corpus tagged as belonging to that genre. 
While some genres, such as musical, film-noir, and animation, were fairly uncommon 
in the data, other genres such as thriller, comedy, and romance seemed to exhibit some 
trends with regard to the distribution of each label. In movies tagged as thrillers, the 
predominant sentiment labels were fear and trust, while romance movies had a notable 
peak in joy and a fairly large amount of anticipation and sadness. Comedy proved to be 
the largest source of joy-labeled sentences after drama, and yet produced also a large
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amount of anger, disgust, and anticipation. Considering that comedy was a common
genre in the source documents, it is worth noticing that few sentences with the labels
fear, sadness, surprise, and trust originated in that genre. This is fairly in line with the
main theories on humor [16].
It should be noted that the sentiment data used in this study was primarily from
an American context. Overall, the data consisted mostly of sentences from American
movies dating from the 1970s and 1980s with the majority of those movies belonging
to the genres of drama, comedy, romance, and crime. The distributional information on
the OPUS data used in this work can also be used to study the correlation of genre and
release time with sentiment information.
4 Annotation & Results
The English base data set was annotated using Sentimentator [31, 32], a web-based tool
for sentiment annotation based on Plutchik’s theory of emotion [19]. Sentimentator
makes it possible to annotate on the sentence-level, ranging from binary and ternary
annotation up to 48 more fine-grained classes which the end-user can select with an
intensity slider. With the positive, negative, and neutral classes included, the number of
possible distinct labels amounts to a total of 51.
The goal of the annotation process was to produce a data set that can be used for
both binary and multi-class sentiment classification. For this purpose, the multi-class
sentiment classes derived from Plutchik’s core eight emotions were also treated as bi-
nary classes:
– Negative: anger, disgust, fear, sadness
– Positive: anticipation, joy, trust
Surprise not belonging intuitively to either binary class, sentences annotated with
that label were divided into the negative and positive classes.
The annotated English data set was exported from Sentimentator and manually re-
vised. At this stage, the revised data was annotated by a native English speaker. Sen-
tences which the annotator considered ambiguous or neutral were removed from the
data set. Sentences for which the most suitable label was disputed were revised and ei-
ther assigned one of the given labels or excluded from the data set. This process yielded
a final English sentiment data set based on Plutchik’s core eight emotions.
Similarly, the parallel translated sentences in Finnish, French, and Italian were an-
notated by two native or native-level speakers of each language. Annotators were in-
structed to annotate the sentences so that a sentence should be assigned only one (1)
label, a sentence which does not fit into any sentiment category should be skipped, and
the label for each sentence should be chosen according to one’s own judgment.
Annotators were informed that the sentences were presented in random order and
that each sentence was to be considered an independent unit unrelated to the preceding
or following sentence. The intuition behind guiding annotators to choose sentiment
labels based on their own judgment was to emphasize that the goal of the task was
not to find any universally correct label for a given sentence. Rather, the expression
of sentiment in natural language is highly nuanced and open to interpretation. This
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question of human interpretation of natural language is especially present when dealing
with very short texts such as self-standing sentences [7, 24].
4.1 Inter-Annotator Agreement
The annotation process for the English base data set described above resulted in an
overall inter-annotator agreement accuracy of 99.5%, calculated as the percentage of
sentences out of the total classified into the same class by both annotators. The English
base data set was further evaluated using the Cohen Kappa coefficient [5] as a measure
for inter-annotator reliability.
The coefficient was used to assess the role of chance in the annotation process. It
yields a score between -1 and 1, where -1 indicates total disagreement and 1 indicates
total agreement. A score of 0 points to random annotation or simply that the task is hard
and annotators do not always easily agree. The Cohen Kappa has been deemed a useful
tool for the evaluation of multi-class classification tasks [9]. According to Galar et al.
[9], this is because instead of a mere percentual accuracy score which takes into account
all matches for all classes, the Cohen Kappa coefficient scores the accuracy separately
and calculates an aggregate score for each class. When the data is unequally stratified
in the different classes, this can help eliminate the bias of randomness in inter-annotator
agreement scoring. In this type of multi-class classification, a kappa score of 0.6 is the
best one could expect [9].
Table 2. Inter-annotator agreement in the English data set.
ang ant dis fea joy sad sur tru
0.82 0.84 0.81 0.82 0.81 0.83 0.80 0.81
As presented in table 2, each sentiment class in the English base data set had a 
Cohen Kappa score of strong agreement. This indicates an annotation process reliable 
for evaluating sentiment preservation for the purposes of this study.
To study how sentiment information was retained in the Finnish, French, and Italian 
translations, the parallel data set of each language was manually annotated. Each anno-
tator annotated in only one language to ensure that they were not influenced by parallel 
sentences they had previously annotated in another language. The data was annotated 
into the eight multi-class classes following Plutchik’s core eight emotions. The annota-
tors were instructed to follow the principles presented in section 4. Annotations in each 
target language were then compared against the annotations of the English base data 
set.
The results of the human classification were evaluated by comparing the number of 
equally classified parallel data instances. This produced a percentual accuracy score for 
the preservation of sentiment in each class as well as a total accuracy score.
The results of the annotation work indicate that sentiment is preserved quite well 
in translation. Table 3 shows the sentiment preservation accuracy scores for each inves-
tigated language pair for each label individually as well as in total. Overall, sentiment
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information was retained best in the Finnish data, with French fairing slightly worse,
and Italian diverging the most. In both English and Finnish, joy was the best-preserved
sentiment, while in Italian it was sadness. Anger was preserved surprisingly badly, and
surprise was the least preserved, as expected. Overall, surprise was the most ambiguous
sentiment class, with the most sentences marked by the annotators as not belonging to
any class. Disgust was preserved better than anger largely due to a perceived overlap
between those two classes by the annotators.
For Italian data, the two annotators produced a near-equal total accuracy score,
showing high agreement for most sentiment classes. In the case of Italian and French,
both annotators agreed on the sentiment class with the highest accuracy. In Finnish,
however, the highest accuracy was given to joy by the first annotator and fear by the
second. The Italian annotators agreed most on the sentiment classes of individual sen-
tences, while the Finnish annotators agreed least.
Table 3. Sentiment preservation accuracy.
pos neg ang ant dis fea joy sad sur tru Total
EN→FI 0.87 0.86 0.81 0.87 0.88 0.91 0.92 0.87 0.74 0.86 0.86
EN→FR 0.83 0.83 0.78 0.83 0.88 0.83 0.90 0.87 0.73 0.82 0.83
EN→ IT 0.81 0.83 0.81 0.76 0.83 0.84 0.86 0.92 0.70 0.80 0.82
The Cohen Kappa scores displayed in table 4 were at a moderate level of agreement 
(between 0.40-0.59) for all sentiment classes, which might even be considered good for 
such a complex and subjective task of annotation work.
Table 4. Inter-annotator agreement per language pair (Kappa).
ang ant dis fea joy sad sur tru
EN→FI 0.45 0.47 0.47 0.48 0.48 0.46 0.44 0.46
EN→FR 0.44 0.46 0.47 0.45 0.48 0.46 0.43 0.45
EN→ IT 0.44 0.43 0.45 0.42 0.43 0.48 0.40 0.43
5 Discussion
The results achieved in the scope of this work indicate that sentiment is preserved well
in translation, although something important seems to be lost in translation. While the
degree of preservation may be considered sufficient for using translated data to cross-
lingually train sentiment analysis systems, translated sentiment data is likely to contain
samples which are not representative of their assigned sentiment class in the translated
language. However, as these results have been produced in the scope of this study, it is
important to evaluate their relevance for wider application.
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One of the things to consider is the annotation process. In all annotation work, there
is a limited number of annotators who each have their individual views and experiences
on language, social expression, and so on. In addition to these characteristics, each
annotator performs an annotation task in a possibly varying mindset. Not only are they
influenced by their immediate environment, but they are also influenced by their attitude
towards the task [29].
All of these factors make annotators biased. The fundamental difficulty of anno-
tating fine-grained data for subjective tasks such as sentiment analysis is that humans
have a relatively low likelihood of reaching high agreement on one most suitable label.
This is not only due to differing opinions or experiences between individuals but also
to the fact that language is expressively layered, which renders it impossible to assign a
universally correct label to a single utterance or fragment of written text.
The annotators for this study were chosen based on native or fluent competence
in one of the languages to be annotated. The assumption behind this was that a na-
tive speaker would be more likely to pick up on the conventions of encoding sentiment
information in their own language. When comparing the two annotators of each lan-
guage with each other, all annotator pairs produced a considerably similar preservation
score. This suggests that there was high consensus between the annotators, pointing
to reliability. Despite these numbers, the Cohen Kappa score for each class was in the
moderate range of 0.4-0.59, ranging from 0.4 to 0.48. While this indicated acceptable
inter-annotator agreement, there was discrepancy between the Cohen Kappa scores and
the percentual preservation scores, the latter of which were >80%. The Cohen Kappa
metric does not provide a way to determine the exact cause for a value lower than the
percentual agreement, but it may be influenced by the distribution of the data set. When
calculating the Cohen Kappa score of each individual sentiment class for an annota-
tor pair, the distribution of all the classes was considered in the calculation. As no two
classes had the same amount of samples, this may have influenced the Cohen Kappa
metric. However, despite the difference between the two metrics, the Cohen Kappa was
high enough to be considered useful.
The Finnish translations had the highest sentiment preservation and inter-annotator
agreement scores, the first annotator producing a preservation percentage of 88% and
the second a percentage of nearly 90%. French was preserved second-best at 86% and
87%, and Italian was preserved least well at still a high score of 84% and 85%. There are
multiple ways to interpret the causes of one language having higher sentiment preserva-
tion than another. Firstly, it is possible that languages of the same language family are
more likely to encode sentiment in similar ways and thus preserve sentiment informa-
tion better in translation. In the case of this study, there was no Germanic language to
compare with English, and as sentiment was preserved best in the Finnish data, linguis-
tic similarity is not a viable explanation. However, it is possible that Italian and French
were the two less preserved languages due to their inter-linguistic relation as Romance
languages. It should be noted, however, that the percentual distances between the best
(88%, 90%), the second-best (86%, 87%), and the third-best (84%, 85%) preservation
scores have a step of 2-3 percentage points, which makes this seem unlikely.
Another factor to consider when looking at the differences in sentiment preserva-
tion between the language pairs is that each translation will have been produced by a
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different translator. Each translator can be assumed to have made individual decisions
and possibly even had varying translation skills or competency gaps [8], making it less
straightforward to compare the sentiment preservation of different translations in differ-
ent languages. In other words, the translation quality likely fluctuates by a wide margin
between translations. Furthermore, the data likely consists of the work of a considerable
number of different translators. It is therefore possible that the data in a given language
has been translated using varying approaches by varying people who may or may not be
native speakers. This means that a possible reason why sentiment information in Italian
was preserved worst, for example, could be the quality of the translations compared
to that of the Finnish or French translations. The quality may also be reduced by mis-
alignment issues in the corpus files. While the translated sentences were checked to be
correctly aligned, some sentences may have been incomplete, due either to misalign-
ment or translation choice. As an example of non-preserved sentiment due to translator
choice, the following English sentence has been annotated with the label joy, while the
parallel Finnish sentence has been assigned the label surprise by both annotators:
It is the most spectacular thing in the Senate annals.
Ta¨ma¨ on merkillisinta¨, mita¨ senaatissa on koskaan na¨hty.
While the English word ’spectacular’ has a positive connotation, the Finnish word
’merkillinen’ suggests something surprising, possibly with a negative nuance. By con-
trast, the following French sentence seems to not be comparable to its original in con-
tent:
Did you write me that letter or not?
Est-ce exact ou non?
Considering cases such as the sentence pair above, some of the sentiment informa-
tion which was not preserved is likely to have been lost because the translation was not
exact enough. Those sentences will have relied on contextual information as well as the
audiovisuals of the movie (see e.g. [4] on a discussion on the impact of audiovisual cues
in translation). In addition to the annotation process and translation quality, it is relevant
to consider the implications of using subtitles as data. As the English subtitles used in
this work are from English language productions, they may have been produced for the
hard-of-hearing or as an additional feature to be used in conjunction with the audiovisu-
als of a film. Therefore, they may partly rely on the expressiveness of acting, animation,
or a soundtrack. It is possible that sentiment is encoded differently when intended to be
an addition rather than an integral part of a work of art. The comparison between the
sentiment information encoded in a work of art and a text written to express an opinion,
such as a review, is also relevant.
As for individual sentiment classes, as shown in chapter 4, joy was preserved best
in the Finnish and French translations, Italian having a significantly lower score. By
contrast, in the Italian data sadness had a higher preservation score. Another interesting
pattern in the results is the evident ambiguity of the surprise data agreed on by most
annotators. For example, the following sentence was annotated as surprise in English
but as sadness in French by one annotator, and disgust by the other:
But I always thought little stenographers made little pennies.
Je sais bien qu’une petite secre´taire ne roule pas sur l’or.
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The ambiguity of the surprise class stems largely from it being perceived as hav-
ing more overlapping sentiments than some of the other classes, and thus being hard to
pinpoint. Anger and disgust had overlap as they may not be straightforward to distin-
guish from each other in the first place, let alone identify in self-standing sentences. As
suggested earlier in this chapter, since it is not possible to assign a universal label to
any given sentence, sentiments as related as anger and disgust are likely to often appear
hand in hand. The following sentence was assigned the label anger in the English data
set, and sadness in the Italian data set by both annotators:
There are a hundred other places that really need the water!
Ci sono centinaia di altri posti che hanno bisogno d’acqua!
These types of sentence pairs do not necessarily tell much about the cultural or lin-
guistic encoding of sentiment and its interpretation but rather about the general tendency
of overlap in sentiment information.
Overall, as sentiment was preserved quite well for all language pairs, and taking into
account the possible biases previously mentioned in this section, the use of translated
data compiled by annotation projection to train sentiment analysis systems seems a
viable solution to provide certain NLP solutions to low-resource languages.
6 Conclusions and Future Work
In conclusion, this study found that sentiment information is preserved sufficiently in
translated text for data projection to be used for sentiment analysis in particular, but also
emotion analysis. The results of the annotation process indicated that a considerable
amount of the sentiment information which was lost in translation was due to either 1)
an incomplete translation, 2) an ambiguous choice on the part of the translator, or 3) an
overlap of possible sentiment classes.
The next logical step would be to perform some actual projection of annotations and
compare the results of different classification tasks to those of the hand-annotated data
described in this paper.
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